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Trevor Collison knew success early, then flamed out. His struggles with addiction nearly cost him

his hockey career. Now sober, Trev is trying to make the most of his last chance in the NHL,

ironically back in the same city where he started his minor league careerâ€”and first fell in love.

Danielle Greer is a single mother of a chronically ill child, working long hours to pay mounting

medical bills while still trying to give her daughter as much enjoyment as possible out of a life that

may be cut tragically short. One thing Kaylen loves is hockey, so Dani is thrilled when some of the

Generals players make a visit to the childrenâ€™s hospital to cheer up the patientsâ€”even when it

brings her face to face with a man she never expected to see again.When Kaylenâ€™s condition

takes a turn for the worse, Dani is desperate for helpâ€”help that Trev might be able to provide. But

will she risk everything by asking?
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WOW Winning It All is Book Three of Michelle Shriver's Men of the Ice Series and this one will

totally bring out all the emotions that you have. There are times that it will be heartbreaking and but

also times that will be very heartwarming.We meet Trevor Collison a hockey player who is basically

on his last chance to prove to his team and the hockey world that he is over all his past mistakes



and ready to be the player he knows he can be.Danielle Greer a single mom raising her daughter

who at the time now is going through some major health issues but both are trying to stay strong

and get through it all.When Trevor and his teammates go to the hospital for a visit they meet the

adorable Kaylen who is fighting for her life but what he doesn't expect to see his past right in front of

him. When Danielle realizes that It's Trevor all past memories of their time together come back full

force and knowing what happened in their past can she move on and make things right before it

could be to late.This book will definitely bring you on a roller coaster of emotions from the highs to

the lows but you are hoping that not only Trevor & Danielle can find that HEA but Kaylen can too.

I really wish these were full length novels because there is just so much more that I need to know

about these people to find out how they got to where they are now. I loved Trevor and I was pulling

for him to turn his life around. I wanted to be mad at Dani for keeping a pretty big secret from him for

over a decade, but I get that she didn't feel like Trevor was going to pull himself out of his selfish

indulgences. And this is where I'd have liked to know more about what actually happened. There

are some pretty intriguing hints dropped but nothing conclusive. It was a good novella and the

stories keep getting better from book to book so I'm looking forward to Becker.

I am loving this series and a look into the new San Antonio Generals NHL expansion team! Each

book brings in a new main character but still including all of the characters from the previous books

that we have fallen in love with!Trevor Collison is fresh out of rehab and has signed a one year

contract and is one mistake out of the league. He is trying to turn his life around and has joined his

teammates in visiting the San Antonio Children's Hospital where he meets a special girl, Kaylen.

Then he sees her mom, Danielle Greer whom he dated last time he was in San Antonio. Will Dani

allow herself to get close to Trevor again or is the past too risky to go back to?I loved the character

of Trevor as he is really trying to turn his life around and make something of his life. I liked how he

truly knew what was important to him, no matter what the risk. He grew up so much and when he

needed help from those around him, he never hesitated to ask for help.I understood Danielle and

the choices she made, as she was truly doing what she thought was best, even if it is something I

never agreed with. She was at her wits end and did everything she could possibly to do with Kaylen

and really worked hard and was struggling financially.I can't wait for the next book in the series and I

hope Michele is able to do the whole team!

NHL player Trevor Collison is back in San Antonio, Texas and runs into his ex and love of his life,



Danielle Greer, a now single mom with a sick child.I enjoyed hearing Trevorâ€™s story. His drug

addiction nearly cost him his career. He is determined to become a better person and lead a clean

life. I like how he handles the situations he faces in this story. He is open-minded and

contemplative.I like Danielle. I do not really like the secrete she kept from Trevor, but I understand

her thought process. She is an excellent mom and does all she can for her daughter. She is an

admiral person with a good heart.I like how the past characters are included in this story. It makes

the San Antonio Generals feel like a real team/family. I love that the players and staff support each

other.Michele Shriver does a great job creating a moving and believable plot. The characters are

well-developed and likeable. The circumstances are realistic and gut wrenching. The conflict had a

great resolution. Winning it All is a wonderful addition to the Men of the Ice series.Complimentary

copy provided by the author in exchange for an honest review.

This was a fast and enjoyable book. It wasn't weighed down by the heavy topic like I was worried it

might be. Instead, it was a sweet story of reconnecting, forgiveness and hope. I read it in one sitting

and am looking forward to starting at the beginning of the Men of Ice series.

I have recently discovered Michele Shriver, and her Men of the Ice series, and I'm hooked. I LOVED

Winning it All!Danielle Greer is a single mother to a 12 year old girl that has leukemia. She works

insane hours while eating mac&cheese for dinner just to pay for her health care. All of her spare

time is spent trying to give her daughter as much enjoyment as possible as they don't know how

much time she may have left. Kaylen loves hockey, and it makes her day when some of the

Generals hockey players come to visit the hospital to cheer up the kids. Trevor Collison became a

successful hockey player early on in his career, which led him to making bad decisions with drugs. It

nearly cost him his hockey career, and he lost the one woman he loves still to this day. He never

expects to see Danielle, his lost love, at a children's hospital, and he decides he's not going to lose

her this time. As Kaylen's condition takes a turn for the worse, will Dani risk all to get Trevor's help?I

LOVE this author's writing. Her character development is great, with amazing secondaries. A quick,

emotional, and well written story line flows without pause. My biggest wish is that Michele Shriver's

books were longer, as her extremely powerful and heartfelt writing style is amazing and I can't ever

get enough. She is very talented in tugging on my heart strings, while bringing my emotions to the

surface in this story. I LOVE LOVE LOVE her awesome hockey players, and can't wait to read more

about them in the future! I HIGHLY RECOMMEND Winning it All!
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